2016 ANNUAL REPORT

ANNUAL MESSAGE
Dear Friends, Partners and Supporters,
In 2016, the planet experienced its warmest year since modern recordkeeping began in 1880, according to NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. This makes 2016 the third
year in a row to set a new record for global average surface temperatures. With rising temperatures came increased flooding, more powerful storms, rising sea levels and severe drought. This is why
Music for Relief is committed to helping people who are impacted by such disasters, while also addressing climate change and restoring ecosystems to mitigate the damage caused by a warming earth.
Linkin Park founded Music for Relief in 2005 for the purpose of helping people and bringing the music community together to amplify the impact
Throughout 2016, with your help, we responded to disasters in Texas, Haiti, Ecuador, and Louisiana to help families with immediate and life-saving aid in partnership with our friends on the ground. We
also stepped up our efforts to educate and share facts about the effects of global climate change, including increased casualties from weather-related disasters and the disproportionate impact on
vulnerable people. We teamed up with exceptional environmental allies to further this critical message, including wIldcoast, World Wildlife Fund, and the United Nations Foundation.
We recognize that our greatest strength is our community of supporters who create a microphone through which our vital humanitarian messages are amplified. This year we reached 100 million
people about climate change, natural disasters, the impact of a warming planet on people and ecosystems as well as solutions to these challenges.
It has always been our priority to demonstrate that there are solutions to help protect the planet and vulnerable people. We are eager to invest in ecological solutions such as conserving wetlands as
well as technological solutions like clean cookstoves, solar lights and even the SOCCKET soccer ball. We are proud of all of our Power the World partners who create innovative, sustainable technology
to improve lives and this year, we were able to make an incredible impact in Africa with the We Care Solar Suitcase. We funded 122 Solar Suitcases lighting up health clinics which will impact the lives
of 29,000 mothers and babies.
Helping women safely give birth, with less fear and less risk, and helping babies enter the world with light is inspiring and demonstrates the humanity behind Music for Relief’s environmental and clean
energy work. The health of the planet and people are interconnected and we are dedicated to solutions to tackle both.
We could not have achieved the successes of 2016 without you, our extraordinary partner, thank you.
Sincerely,

Whitney Showler, Chief Operating Officer, Music for Relief

M I S S I O N S TAT E M E N T
Comprised of musicians, music industry executives, and fans, Music for Relief is a nonprofit organization dedicated to providing aid to natural
disaster survivors and protecting the environment.

GOALS
1. Provide immediate and long-term support to survivors of natural disasters.
2. Protect & restore the environment as a means of disaster risk mitigation through education and innovative solutions.
3. Create partnerships within the music, humanitarian aid, & entertainment community to amplify our impact.

O U R S TO R Y
Music for Relief was founded by the band Linkin Park in response to the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. Since inception in 2005, Music for Relief
has raised over $9 million for survivors of more than thirty disasters across four continents including Hurricane Katrina, China’s Wenchuan
earthquake, a cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe, earthquakes in Haiti and Japan in 2010, and Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines.

Recognizing the consequences of global climate change, Music for Relief expanded its focus to environmental protection and preservation in
2007. Through programs like Power the World, in partnership with the United Nations Foundation, aimed at providing sustainable energy
solutions to vulnerable populations, Music for Relief is helping mitigate the damage caused by natural disasters and help vulnerable
populations become more resilient.

Rooted in the music community, Music for Relief leverages its unique position to reach artists and countless fans around the world to raise
funds and awareness to help people and the planet. We know that through strategic partnerships we are able to have a greater impact.
Utilizing a detailed vetting process, we identify organizations aligned with our mission, capable of responsibly executing projects on the ground
with full transparency. With administrative costs generously covered by our founders, 100% of funds raised go directly to our programs.

Music for Relief has organized benefit concerts, online auctions, and events with multi-platinum artists to help people rebuild and recover.
Music for Relief has also planted over 1.3 million trees and conserved 61 miles of coastal wetlands in Mexico’s Baja California Sur and to help
reduce climate change.

2 0 1 6 M I L E S TO N E S
• More than $1,000,000 contributed to our programs in 2016.
• Reached over 100 million people with humanitarian messaging via social media.
• Deployed 122 solar suitcases in health clinics in The Gambia, Tanzania, Nigeria and Haiti lighting up a remarkable 29,000 births per year.
• In its first year, the Music for Relief Poker Tournament raised $72,000 for our Disaster Relief Fund thanks to amazing hosts, players and
attendees.
• Responded to severe flooding caused by Hurricane Matthew in the South Department of Haiti including funding the repair of a solar
microgrid in Les Anglais, that Music for Relief helped build.
• Reached our goal of conserving 61 miles of coastal mangroves in Mexico’s Baja Peninsula – Linkin Park band members and professional
surfers Koa Smith and Koa Rothman visited the protected coastline.
• Inaugural Power the World Backyard Festival Event brought awareness to the issue of energy poverty and shared innovative solutions to
improve lives.

DISASTER RELIEF PROGRAMS
Tornadoes in Texas - Team Rubicon - $10,000
- On December 26, 2015, deadly tornadoes ripped through Texas causing major
damage to the greater Dallas area where more than 1,600 homes were destroyed.
Disaster was declared in four counties.
- Music for Relief immediately supported Team Rubicon Volunteers who deployed to
the community of Glenn Heights, TX where they conducted Damage Assessment,
Debris Removal and established and managed a Volunteer Reception Center (VRC) for
spontaneous volunteers.
- Experts in logistics, Team Rubicon is comprised of former U.S. armed forces members,
who provide invaluable support for communities following a disaster. They deploy and
fill gaps in service and help with almost anything survivor families need help with.

DISASTER RELIEF PROGRAMS
Hurricane Matthew Response in Haiti - International Medical Corps & Mercy Corps = $122,000
- Hurricane Matthew, a category 4 storm, caused massive destruction as it brought life-threatening 145 mile-per-hour winds and tidal surges to
Haiti’s Sud Department. The United Nations estimated that 2.1 million people were affected. Music for Relief rallied the music community to
help provide medical treatment, food, and water and sanitation solutions to address the potential threat of cholera and other water borne
illnesses.
We are incredibly grateful to Julian Lennon who matched all donations to The White Feather Foundation for Music for Relief’s recovery effort
in Haiti. Special thanks to Maroon 5, All Time Low, and Guster for their donations and messaging which helped us raise more than $120,000
for vulnerable people in Haiti.
A component of the disease prevention work our partner on the ground, International Medical Corps, conducted was the largest cholera
vaccination program in the wake of a natural disaster in history. This is a remarkable feat and helped save countless lives. Music for Relief
contributed funding to this program with International Medical Corps and other health care providers including World Health Organization to
provide more than 700,000 doses of the cholera vaccine, Euvichol, in seven days. This program likely helped prevent a major cholera outbreak.

DISASTER RELIEF PROGRAMS
Ecuador Earthquake - Oxfam America - $50,000
- On April 16, a 7.8 magnitude earthquake struck coastal Ecuador approx. 27
KM from the towns of Muisne and Pedernales.
- The regions of Manta, Pedernales and Portoviejo accounted for over 75% of
the nearly 700 fatalities and 16,600 injuries. More than 26,000 people were
displaced and living in shelters immediately following the quake and the local
infrastructure was overwhelmed.

- Music for Relief partnered with Oxfam to provide safe drinking water for
impacted families.
- Clean water helped prevent the spread of disease in the communities of
Esmeralda and Manabi. Music for Relief Advisory Board member and friend,
Julian Lennon, generously matched donations again through his White
Feather Foundation.

DISASTER RELIEF PROGRAMS
Louisiana Flood Relief - Baton Rouge Area Foundation - Habitat for Humanity of Baton Rouge - Team Rubicon - $30,000
In August of 2016 Southern Louisiana received nearly 7 trillion gallons of rainwater in less than a week. More than 60,000 homes were lost
with hundreds of thousands impacted by the flood. The 500-year storm is considered the worst natural disaster in the U.S. since Superstorm
Sandy with more than 100,000 residential or commercial structures reported damaged in Baton Rouge alone, at least 100 roads and highways
closed, a least six rivers had record crests, including breaking one record set in 1953.
Music for Relief responded to help residents of Louisiana, specifically those without flood insurance, recover and rebuild with our partners
Habitat for Humanity of Greater Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge Area Foundation and Team Rubicon.
Team Rubicon volunteers and staff members helped families salvage belongings, gut and muck homes, treat homes for mold, and then rebuild
safely. This program helped fill gaps in the recovery effort and help residents with whatever needed to be done to get back to normal life.
Music for Relief’s contribution to Habitat for Humanity of Greater Baton Rouge was directed to replacing items in flood destroyed homes such
as plumbing, electrical, cabinets, countertops, etc.
Baton Rouge Area Foundation was included in our beneficiaries for this emergency because of their support of schools and supplies lost in the
flooding so that children could return to their classes.

DISASTER RELIEF PROGRAMS
Haiti, Long Term Recovery - Aid Still Required - $30,000
Since a new building was constructed in 2014, Music for Relief has supported the
Aid Still Required Academy in Deuxieme Plaine, Haiti. Funds have helped the
students and surrounding community thrive.
We were devastated to learn that Hurricane Matthew brought significant flooding
and wind to the Deuxieme Plaine community, however, the school was not
damaged and families recovered. There was a delay in implementing the computer
lab and library at the school due to the storm, however as of January 2017 both
new learning areas were functioning.
The school’s 4th, 5th and 6th graders, and all 11 teachers, began receiving
professional instruction each week in the computer lab in January 2017 and the
library will soon offer a summer reading program for the students to keep their
skills sharp. We are so proud to support this exciting program which is sparking
additional investment in the surrounding area by other non-governmental
organizations.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L P R O G R A M S
Power the World
Music for Relief and the United Nations & United Nations Foundation continued our partnership for the Power the World program in 2016 to
bring sustainable, clean energy tools to people without access to electricity. Additionally, Power the World helped educate people about
energy access and how it is critical to people’s health, safety, education and livelihoods.

Power the World includes:
Solar Suitcase funding with We Care Solar in Africa
Clean Cookstove funding with World Wildlife Fund in Nepal
Solar Microgrid and the funding of other Micro Solar Tools with Earthspark in Haiti
SOCCKET – a soccer ball that captures the kinetic energy of play to create a portable solar light and phone charger with Uncharted Play
and Worldfund in Brazil

E N V I R O N M E N TA L P R O G R A M S
Solar Suitcases (Solar Energy) in Africa - We Care Solar - $307,000
Thanks to an extraordinary fourth quarter fundraising drive, Music for Relief
was able to fund the deployment of more than 120 solar suitcases in health
clinics in multiple African countries in 2016 including 8 in Tanzania, 24 in
Liberia, 40 in Nigeria funded by Mercedes-AMG and another 40 in The Gambia
funded by Live Nation. Another 10 suitcases funded by Live Nation were sent
to Haiti where the Rapino Family Foundation is assisting in vetting clinics to
determine where they will be most impactful once deployed.
These 122-total solar suitcase, when implemented will allow more than
29,000 mothers and babies to have safer births with light and solar power.
Health workers will no longer be expected to do their jobs in the dark at night
and communities will benefit.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L P R O G R A M S
Clean Cookstoves in Nepal - World Wildlife Fund - $72,000
In 2013 Music for Relief made an initial pledge to World Wildlife Fund to implement clean biogas cookstoves in Nepal. We completed that
installation, and building on the success of that program, we made a second commitment to invest in the Madi Valley to bring biogas
cookstoves to an entire village within the Terai Arc.
In total, Music for Relief will install biogas plants connected to new cookstoves (and toilet attachments) in 150 households, improving the lives of some 750 women,
men and children. The far-reaching benefits of this project include:
- Eliminating smoke from the home.
- Reducing respiratory illness and death related to the inhalation of smoke.
- Reducing climate change and the loss of forests.

- Providing microloans to communities (the loans are locally managed by the communities and the interest can be spent on building infrastructure like roads or
schools).
- Freeing up time women and children would otherwise spend collecting firewood for education and income-generating activities.
- Protecting critical habitat for rare wild animals like tigers, elephants and rhinos.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L P R O G R A M S
Solar Energy in Haiti – Earthspark - $27,000
As a part of our ongoing commitment to Haiti and our sustainable energy program, Music for Relief contributed funds to help repair the
damaged solar microgrid in Les Anglais, following devastating Hurricane Matthew.

Hurricane Matthew was the biggest storm to hit Haiti in 52 years. Life-threatening winds and tidal surges impacted millions of people. Citytrees were ripped from the ground, homes and businesses were destroyed, crops ruined, and the solar microgrid that Music for Relief partially
funded last year was gravely damaged.
The solar-powered micro-grid, was built to provide clean, reliable power to 450 homes and businesses in Les Anglais, a remote city on the
Western peninsula of Haiti. The micro-grid had brought much longed for and much needed electricity to this rural community, bringing stability
and sustainability, only to have the grid completely taken offline when Hurricane Matthew made landfall on October 4, 2016. Music for Relief
was proud to provide some funding to make the repairs and resume solar electricity for the people of Les Anglais.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L P R O G R A M S
SOCCKET in South America - Uncharted Play - $30,000 deposit for
product to be implemented in 2017
Uncharted Play spent the last year improving the SOCCKET product to be sure it is an
impactful as possible in the communities where it is implemented. SOCCKET is a
soccer ball that harnesses the kinetic energy of play, stores it for use to charge a cell
phone or light up an LED lamp. Music for Relief and Uncharted Play created a
partnership as part of Power the World to bring SOCCKET kits to young people in
South America.
After some research to determine the most ideal implementing partner, we are
confident that Worldfund is equipped to distribute the SOCCKET kits and provide
necessary evaluation and reporting on their results. Uncharted Play has now
manufactured the product and we are preparing to ship and implement the
SOCCKETS and Pulse kits in 2017. This program will include 700 SOCCKET Kits and
300 PULSE units and 300 PULSE Accessory Kits.
Worldfund will use the SOCCKETS and PULSES in conjunction with their STEM Brasil
activities for students in public schools. Approximately 40 public schools will benefit
from the donation which will certainly make science a more interdisciplinary,
technological and fun field.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L P R O G R A M S
Tree Planting in Los Angeles – TreePeople - $14,000
Music for Relief funded tree planting as well as community training through TreePeople’s unique Citizen Forester program. The Citizen Forester
program trains community members to plant and care for forest, park and urban ecosystems empowering them to organize their own tree
plantings and to take care of their local community. This program helps to grow a greener, shadier and more water-secure city with healthier
trees at homes, neighborhoods, schools and in the local mountains.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L P R O G R A M S
Ocean Protection Program: Mangroves Preservation – WiLDCOAST - $90,000
2016 was our second supporting Ocean Protection to conserve Mangrove Forests in
Magdalena Bay, Baja California Sur, Mexico. Music for Relief proudly completed our
pledge to protect and conserve 61 miles of mangroves with partner, WiLDCOAST.
In April, Linkin Park band members Rob Bourdon and Dave ‘Phoenix’ Farrell and
professional surfers Koa Smith and Koa Rothman visited Magdalena Bay in Mexico’s Baja
Peninsula to see the program firsthand.
Touring the Mangroves, they learned about the aquatic plants and their function in
carbon sequestration, protection of coastal communities and preservation of marine
ecosystems.
The coastal desert mangroves, which account for about 1% of Mexico’s arid northwest,
are estimated to store 28% of the region’s underground carbon. Destruction of
mangroves can release thousands of years of stored carbon into the atmosphere.
Without these critical plants, coastal communities are vulnerable to rising sea level and
storm surges.
The musicians and surfers, along with representatives from Music for Relief, local
community members, and partner organization, Wildcoast, toured the Mangroves and
discussed how critical they are in the protection of our oceans, people and the planet.
The recap video from the trip received more than 175,000 views.
Watch it here.

FUNDRAISING
Poker Tournament - $70,000 Raised
Music for Relief’s inaugural Poker Tournament raised more than $70,000 (net) for disaster relief programs. The event also garnered 10 million
impressions including #PokerforRelief on Twitter and Instagram as well as the Snapchat filter. In addition to the Poker Game, guests enjoyed a
Wine Toss Game, Braid Bar, Astrology Reading, Scotch Tasting from Spencerfield Spirit Co., and a virtual reality experience, plus live and silent
auctions.
Hosted by members of Linkin Park, Julian ‘JJ’ Jones (Adamantium Media Group), Nederlander Concerts, Kurt Kucera (Full Spectrum Retreat),
Michael Oppenheim (GSO Business Management), Brandon Beck (Riot Games), Randy Spendlove (Paramount), McKenna Walsh (Morefaster),
Samuel Chi (3bird Films), Todd Wagner (Chideo), Dan Ryan (Big Fly Aviation), Warner Bros. Records and Jamie Gold (World Poker Champion).
We are proud to have donated leftover food at the end of the event to Love Mission, an organization that provides food for homeless and food
insecure individuals and families.

AWA R E N E S S / V O L U N T E E R A C T I V I T I E S
Oceans, Mangroves, Guacamole: MFR Photo Exhibit
Music for Relief supporters, artists, and pro surfers joined us at the Bo
Bridges Gallery on July 21st for an evening to raise awareness for our Ocean
Protection Program, Mangrove conservation in Baja, Mexico. The photo
exhibit was a visual diary of our site visit earlier in the year when Phoenix &
Rob Bourdon from Linkin Park and pro surfers Koa Rothman & Koa Smith
journeyed to Magdalena Bay to see the Mangroves and evaluate our
program with WiLDCOAST.
Photos by Bo Bridges documented the awesome natural coastline of
Magdalena Bay, Baja, Mexico as well ast the people and marine life we
encountered during the visit. This event educated supporters about the
critical environmental role Mangroves play in our ocean ecosystems and
engaged new friends with the charity.

AWA R E N E S S / V O L U N T E E R A C T I V I T I E S
Earth Day Tree Planting
In celebration of Earth Day, Music for Relief organized a volunteer community tree planting with TreePeople where we cared for an urban park
ecosystem. We cared for the trees planted in Stetson Ranch Park that Music for Relief volunteers planted following the 2009 wildfire that
destroyed the park forest.
It has been our commitment and an honor to care for the forest we replanted and watch the trees thrive throughout the years. It was a great
way to celebrate the planet for Earth Day with new and long-term Music for Relief supporters.

AWA R E N E S S / V O L U N T E E R A C T I V I T I E S
Power the World Backyard Festival
Music for Relief friends, supporters and their families as well as
founders, Linkin Park, came together for live music, food, and games
on June 4th at the beautiful Paramour Estate to raise awareness for
Power The World. In partnership with the United Nations
Foundation, Power the World, brings clean and sustainable energy to
families around the globe living without electricity.
The afternoon included musical performances by Dylan Gardner,
Isabel Gomes, Topanga, and on the kids’ stage, The BeatBuds. Guests
participated in a raffle, created spin art using donated vinyl records
from Warner Bros., made flower crowns, enjoyed delicious cocktails,
and festival-style food. Kids also created art to send to Power the
World beneficiary families.
Thanks to our presenting sponsor, Minerd Foundation as well as
generous participation from The Kong Family, this event was a great
success and we had a wonderful time sharing music, art and
philanthropy with our community.

AWA R E N E S S / V O L U N T E E R A C T I V I T I E S
Music for Relief Outreach at Bonnaroo Music & Arts Festival
Music for Relief teamed up with Bonnaroo Works Fund and Hands on Nashville for a volunteer service day to kick-off the Music & Arts Festival
outside Manchester, TN. Volunteers helped beautify North Coffee Elementary School, by revitalizing the hallways with fresh paint and a new
mural.
Bonnaroo aspires to be the greenest festival and set the standard for sustainability and greening practices, equipped with a team of volunteers
and staff dedicated to promoting a socially responsible lifestyle. Bonnaroo volunteers partnered with Music for Relief to give back to the
communities that serve as hosts to the thousands of festival-goers by helping give a local school an update including beautiful artwork for
students.

AWA R E N E S S / V O L U N T E E R A C T I V I T I E S
Live@Sunset Marquis
For the second year in a row, Music for Relief was the non-profit partner of the Live@Sunset Marquis acoustic summer music series. There is
no cooler place to gather on a summer Friday evening to discover new talent then the pool deck of the Sunset Marquis Hotel in Los Angeles.

Volunteers represented Music for Relief at each of the six performances by speaking with audience members about our programs, selling
merchandise, conducting a raffle, and collecting email addresses. Music for Relief branding was also included on marketing materials. We are
tremendously grateful to Sunset Marquis and advisory board member, Chris Cope for making this possible.

AWA R E N E S S / V O L U N T E E R A C T I V I T I E S
Music for Relief Outreach at Lollapalooza
In partnership with Lollapalooza’s Foundation, Lolla
Cares, Music for Relief created a volunteer event and
activation at the 2016 Festival to raise awareness for
disaster relief and environmental programs.
With the help of incredible volunteers from Chicago and
the surrounding area Music for Relief connected with
festival attendees from around the globe. Activation
included a virtual reality experience about the
Mangroves Conservation Ocean Protection program in
Baja, Mexico.

AWA R E N E S S / V O L U N T E E R A C T I V I T I E S
Sweat For A Cause
Music for Relief was the proud beneficiary of the Brik Fitness and Torrance Batting Cages SWEAT FOR A CAUSE event in December 2016 with
guest coach, Music for Relief board member, Chester Bennington. Supporters came together for a morning workout including an obstacle
course for kids. Proceeds benefitted the Music for Relief disaster relief fund.

B R A N D PA R T N E R S H I P S
Mercedes-AMG Support We Care Solar Suitcase Program
Music for Relief was honored to accept a generous gift from Mercedes-AMG to fund our Power the World solar suitcase program in Africa. This
partnership enabled us to send solar electricity to 50 health clinics in Nigeria.

To celebrate this exciting milestone, Linkin Park gathered along with Music for Relief supporters, AMG executives and We Care Solar founders
Laura Stachel and Hal Aaronson at a home in Brentwood, CA thanks to Teles Properties.
Supporters like Mike D, Kelly Rowland, Eric Roberts, the Mercedes-AMG team, and long-time MFR advocates came out to learn how solar
suitcases can dramatically reduce maternal and child mortality. Over the course of just one year these 50 cases will help health workers deliver
12,000 babies under reliable solar lights, impacting the lives of 24,000 women and babies. Thank you, Mercedes-AMG.

B R A N D PA R T N E R S H I P S
Live Nation Support of We Care Solar Suitcase Program
Inspired by the solar suitcases we were able to send to Nigeria,
we set an even larger goal to fund another 40 solar suitcases in
The Gambia where 40 health centers had no electricity and
needed solar light. Over 60% of the population in The Gambia
lives on less than $1 per day and the maternal mortality rate is
10x greater than that of the US, with 234 deaths for every
100,000 live births.
We set an aggressive goal and began outreach to partners to
help us achieve it. Live Nation provided this extraordinary
donation to light up every public health facility in The Gambia
plus another ten in Haiti. We are proud to report that we
exceeded this goal and have made an impact by helping mothers,
babies, health workers and entire communities with We Care
Solar.

A R T I S T PA R T N E R S H I P S
Metallica for Hurricane Matthew
The band generously donated one coveted VIP experience including travel to their show in Copenhagen, Denmark. The experience generated
$15,129 and generated over 40,000 actions (sharing of videos and other content) for Music for Relief.

Frank Zummo for Hurricane Matthew
Frank donated his Sum 41 Drum Kit to Music for Relief . It brought in $1,500 via Propeller.com for disaster response in Haiti.

Dylan Gardner, Isabel Gomes and Topanga for Power the World
These artists generously donated stellar performances to entertain supporters during the Power the World Backyard Festival.
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FINANCIALS

Income: $1,124,093

FUNDRAISING HIGHLIGHTS:
Year End Appeal = $329,000
Mercedes / AMG Support of We Care Solar Suitcases: $150,000
Live Nation Support of We Care Solar Suitcases = $150,000
Poker Tournament = $70,000 (net)
Non-Linkin Park related income in 2016 = $835,274

FINANCIALS
KEY INCOME SOURCES
Corporate Gifts

$353,000

Linkin Park Donations

$280,614

Individual Donations & Foundation Gifts

$209,411

Poker Tournament & Other Events

$133,118

Online Auctions & Promotions

$46,275

Artist (non Linkin Park) Gifts

$44,143

Madeworn T, Hard Rock T & Merch

$34,080

Download to Donate & Donated Music

$5,246

Other

$18,206

TOTAL

$1,124,093

Artist (non Linkin
Park) Gifts
4%
Online Auctions &
Other
Promotions
5%
4%

Poker Tournament
& Other Events
12%

Corporate Gifts
31%

Individual
Donations &
Foundation Gifts
19%
Linkin Park
Donations
25%

FINANCIALS
PROGRAM EXPENSES
Power the World Solar Suitcases in Africa & Haiti

$307,000

Famine Relief in East Africa (unrestricted contribution to
International Medical Corps)

$125,000

Hurricane Matthew Recovery in Haiti

$122,000

Mangroves Conservation & Education

$118,912

Power the World Education

$64,000

Power the World Clean Cookstoves in Nepal

$72,000

Ecuador Earthquake

$50,000

Louisiana Food Relief

$30,000

Long Term Haiti Recovery

$30,000

Power the World SOCCKET Program

$30,000

Solar Micro Grid in Haiti (Power the World + Hurricane
Matthew Recovery

$27,000

Tree Planting

$14,000

Texas Tornadoes

$10,000

Tour & Festival Outreach

$10,000

TOTAL

$1,009,912
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in Haiti
Tree
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1%
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31%
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Conservation & Hurricane
12%
Matthew
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Recovery in
12%
Haiti
12%

FINANCIALS
TOTAL EXPENSES
Program Expenses
Administrative Expenses
Fundraising Expenses
Total Expenses

$1,009,912

89%

$28,183

2%

$102,137

9%

$1,140,232

100%

A total of $1,009,912 was contributed to our programs, while $28,183
(2.5%) went to administrative expenses and $102,137 (9.0%) was
spent on fundraising.

For the 12 months ending December 31, 2016:
Net assets at the beginning of the year $160,150
Net assets at year end $144,011

Administrative
Expenses
$28,183
2%

Fundraising
Expenses
$102,137
9%

Program
Expenses
$1,009,912
89%

THANK YOU
We are incredibly grateful to all of supporters, donors and volunteers including the generous individuals and institutions
who have given $10,000 or more.
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